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Due to the pandemic situations, we missed on a lot of activities and more importantly missed a
chance to know each other in person.
So, as to ease up relations among the Freshmen and to come out of their comfort zones, we have
conducted ICE BREAKERS on 9st september 2020. The seniors of the club had put in a lot of effort
right from welcoming the students to be a part of it to organizing the event efficiently.

So as the first step of the icebreaking, the anchors were selected from the newbies itself, trained
by the seniors to handle the event effectively. The event focused mainly on effective
communication and bringing out the best of the talents they possess.

As part of the event the students were randomly asked to come forward to break the barriers of
discomfort, make a connection by either showing everyone a talent they own or a simple question
from a list of questionnaires that was already prepared by the seniors. They get to put up a talent
show or to pick a question and voice their opinion on that.
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This event was just the first step in knowing each other and to form a connection between the
new lexians. Some of the topics that the students had to chose to speak up were-

1. If you were a superhero, what character would you choose and which friend of yours here,
would be your sidekick? And what would your super powers be?
2.If you want to write a novel about yourself which all memorable moments and Life changing
situations you would mention?
3.Share with us some crazy recipes you know which other's don't. (some experiment they did with
food, drink or anything)
4.The first you'd do if you were Donald trump for a day
5. Imagine you are Aladdin, so have magical Chirag and you are granted with three wishes. What
will you do?
6. If you become the Prime Minister of India for a day what would you want to do?
The evening just got so better when everyone participated actively and either picked a question or
showcased their talent. It was a treat to watch out the young minds doing their best to really
break the ice and fit in the group. It was indeed a fun filled yet effective evening which embarked
a beautiful beginning of the journey.
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To keep the members of the Lexis club active and upto skill we have conducted weekend events in
which thee speaking skills program was a major event.

The event conducted on 20-11-2020 was attended by 76 lexis members allround from 2,3,4 years.

The event based on group chat question is based on sending specific questions and picture or
giving a topic of a current affaires and encouraging the students to give their opinion on the topic
and staring a discussion on the various problems and solutions.

Topics most participated in the event was picture depiction in which 2 pictures were sent in the
group and people depicted the meaning of the picture .

Members of all years joined group meets and created beautiful illustrations and meanings for each
depiction.

Many other topics namely current affairs of COVID-19 situation and solutions to tackle the
conditions were also discussed in the event.
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We started the Lexis quiz rounds mini event was conducted on 6th of NOV, 2020. The process was
lead by Roshan Dominic. A message with the information of quizes being conducted were
forwarded to the official club groups. 
First a Google form was created where in the applicants were asked to give their basic details.
Attached to that were the topics and rounds that were going to be conducted in the quiz rounds .

We had a total of 60 applicants including those who missed the deadline due to various reasons.
In order to efficiently evaluate everyone, Manasa with the help of Zubair and Rithvik decided the
parameters to judge the juniors. We divided the process into two parts, Part 1 and Part 2
conducted on the morning and evening half respectively. Part one consisted of two topics, current
events and general knowledge questions . 

Part two consisted of two parameters as well, conspiracy theoies, and cultural history .
Parameter was of ten marks each. The applicants were divided into 5 teams lead by a Junior Lexis
member and a Senior Lexis member. 
Batch 1 lead by Zubair and Ritwik, Batch 2 lead by Lalitha and Krishika, Batch 3 lead by Sireesha
and Jayanth, Batch 4 lead by Saisha and Pratyasha .
The event was a grand success with 2 juniors ending up being the final winners the session
The event was improvement guided and appreciation of the members was awarded.
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As a mode of an online event , PST academy were willing to give a Session on how to Improve
your public speaking skills for the 2nd years on 21st January 2022. As Public speaking is one of
the essential skill required for every individual ,we put forth this event. The seniors
have arranged the session with Coach Sujatha kumari , Founder and CEO of PST academy.

The tips and Tricks are as follows:
Reach at the location early so you can call yourselves down.
The content should be beneficial.
Follow the frog technique.
Breath in a large amount of air through your mouth and exhale it slowly.
Audience analysis.
KYA(know your audience)
Area of interest.
Profession.

Follow the 55+38+7 rule
55% - body language
38% - voice modulation
7% - content
Practice in front of your mirror so you can work on your facial expressions.
Record yourselves so you can work on your body language.

Follow 3W formula when you are in a JAM session.
1. What is the topic
2. What is the importance of the topic?
Pro’s and con’s on of it.
3. What is that one story that relates with the topic
Examples and incidents.

STRUCTURE OF YOUR SPEECH
1. The tell them what you are going to tell them
2. Tell them the 3W formula
3. Tell them what you told them
Ex: Ladies and gentlemen, today we spoke about sales, how to
initiate a conversation with clients, the importance of sales. I hope
you implement this in your life.

After the whole session , we had a Q&A to interact with the speaker.
Knowing that the session was indeed beneficial ,the Whole event was
a success as the reach of the event was quite adequate
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To increase the reach of the session,
The Organizing team were grouped into 5 separate teams and were assigned 2-4 sections of 2nd
years each on the basis of size of the team.

Teams:
->Pallabi: IT*
->Deepesh, Lahari, Hari Chandana: ECE *
->Sindhu, Ananya, Pranav, Nikhil: CSM C and CSM D
->Vivek, Akash, Anjali, Abhilash: CSE* and CSD B, C
->Madhu, Bhagya, Prithvi: CSD A and CSM A

As mentioned, the objective of the session was to give tips and tricks for how to overcome public
speaking fear. 

The major part of the session was covered by the speaker , providing us with some suggestions as
well.
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Details about Event: 

▪ Event :Orientation day 
▪ Date of event : 3rd November, 2022 
▪ Time of event: 10:00 AM To 04:00 PM 
▪ Plat form : CMR Technical Campus Auditorium 
▪ Participate : ▪ Students( B. Tech– 1st year , Lexis Club members/volunteers ) & faculty.
▪ Dignitaries : Sri C. Gopal Reddy sir, Smt. Vasantha Latha mam, Sri C. Abhinav Reddy sir, Dr.
    M.Ahmed Ali Baig sir, Dr. D T V Dharmajee Rao sir, Dr. Ashutosh Saxena sir, Ch. Madhava Rao
    sir, Dr. Hima Bindu mam, Prof. V. Harshavardhan sir, Mr. Ravi Kumar sir and all the HOD’s of the
    Departments.

▪ Event description : 

CMR Technical Campus of CMRGI organized an orientation programme for the newly admitted
B.TECH students with their parents, dignitaries, faculty member & chief guest of the event Er.
Subhi sir. The major objective of the programme was to enhance the parents and students about
the academic aspects of the course, the rules and regulations of the institute and ensuring
parental participation in monitoring the performance and progress of students. Before the session
began the parents and students were given a tour of the introduction of various clubs of the
college by the respective team members where they display a PPT along with information about
the club functioning and the students were encouraged to join the various clubs as per their
interests. The event commenced with Lighting of lamp and the gathering was addressed by the
dean of Administration, Dr. M. Ahmed Ali Baig.

Then the students were addressed by the Director of CMR Technical campus, Dr. A. Raji Reddy sir,
who welcomed the students and gave them an introduction regarding the academic disciplines.
Followed by the speech of the secretary, Smt. Vasantha Latha mam, who gave a warm greetings to
the students and parents and addressed the audience regarding the rules and regulations of the
institution and mandate of following them strictly.

The Vice-Chairman and the CEO of CMR Group of Institutions, Sri C. Abhinav Reddy Sir spoke about
the importance of physical and mental wellness and enlightened the students about the college’s
mission towards the overall wellbeing of the students through various projects undertaken by the
college. The event was taken forward by the students’ speech regarding their successful journey of
4 years and how they have gained their achievements. The program was concluded with the
National Anthem and the audience were directed to the college ground for Lunch provision.
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• Event Objective: 

1. To bridge the gap between students & faculties since pandemic period has affected the social
relationship among them in a drastic manner. Since the two years educational life was conducted
in a virtual manner, it’s very important for the students to be aware of the offline gathering. 

2. To aware the students about the college culture and inform the students about the code of
conduct. 

3. To prepare the students about their career goal & how to work on it. Students are encouraged
to combine hard work along with smart work.

4. To involve and learn about the career development process and develop their skills. 

5. To manifest importance among about the various co-curricular and extra activities that helps
student in their overall development. 

6. To create awareness among students about the professional etiquettes. 

7. To promote the students for enhancing their technical and soft skills & learn about the various
innovative ways to enhance their career wisely. 

8. Parents are encouraged to frequently look over on their child in case of and provide helpful and
innovative solutions to encourage them. Parents are expected to build a friendly relationship with
their child at this stage for a better understanding.
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How did the club events help you?

1) To improve my communication skills
2) To explore my talents
3) I choose lexis club to improve and showcase my talents
4) For having fun and some enjoyful moments in my B.tech life and for making new friends.
5) From the orientation day onwards I am very intrested to join the club and when the club
members came to our class I am very much excited amd I am the one who gave the
name and I think this club gonna make me a good leader and Co worker and helps to
improve my skills.
6) Actually, to learn new things and to explore.
7) To improve the my skills
8) To get more exposure
9) To learn new things
10) To identify and explore skills
11) Personality development
12) To do things other than academics
13) I thought this club suits me best and makes my skills brushed up.
14) To improve my speaking skills and to Remove my stage fear
15) I wanna explore new things through this club
16) To improve my speaking skills, communication skills..
17) I have choosen this club because I feel I have what this club requires and I can enjoy my
time meaningfully in this club along with learning.
18) I love to participate in different events and develop new skills.
19) To improve the skills and to overcome stage fear
20) To develop myself rather only in one field like studies
21) i choose this club because i want to built leadership skills and to take break from studies
and get involved in some other events which i missed during my schooling
22) I think joining this club gives me confidence in improving my communication skills.
23) To improve our English language skills and to improve our creativity and confidence.
24) To know what I am and what are my inner talents and how can I respond to the people
25) I want to be more creative and i believe that lexis club is also a creative hub for talent
26) to improve my communicating skills and presentation
27) To improve my skills, and communication.
28) College is of two phases one is studies and the other is bringing out the talent in other
activities, and this is possible only if we participate in that.so I thought if I join in your
club I can show my talent and also can learn new things .
29) To improve my talent.
30) To get rid of stage fear
31) To gain knowledge and improve myself.
32) I think this is the best club to improve my speaking skills and prove myself. As a part of
my personality development, this is the best club i can get into.
33) It was the first club we met in CMRTC
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34) It was very nice conversation with my seniors so i decided to join Lexis club.
35) To improve my creativity
36) I wanted to join this club even before joining this college. As I'm very much interested in
literature though I'm just a mediocre when it comes to writing ( I really like writing and I'm
working on it), I enjoy reading a lot. Also I find the activities this club conducts such as
debates, speeches and all so interesting. Also, I enjoy anchoring and organising events a
lot , I've done these things so many times in the past too. So, to showcase my talent and
more importantly improve myself in many other aspects, there couldn't be any other club
better than Lexis.
37) To participate in cultural activities and to manage any program to enhance myself
38) To improve communication skills
39) This Club Out Perform And With stand Any Interactive Programmes
40) To show my hidden talents to everyone
41) To improve skills
42) I love literature and I wish to learn.
43) To improve my skills.
44) To explore my talent
45) Firstly I liked the concept of lexis club.these club helps us to ride of stage fear and it also
helps us to interact with people
46) To overcome my fear towards English and to learn more and interact with others by being
a member of this club
47) Interested in writing skills to have identification
48) To improve my skills. Like in communication
49) I felt it is very different from other clubs and I felt it's very useful and moreover I can
speak in English fluently
50) To learn something new.
51) To show my talent and to improve it. I want to change from introvert to extrovert and to
see a change in me. I can over come my shy by joining this club.
52) I want to explore myself.. I hope this club will help me in those things…
53) To become fearless to speak effectively
54) To Increase my tactics in literature
55) To improve my communications skills
56) By this club we can learn extra activities .
57) For participating in different events and to improve my skills
58) As I get to interact with new people and will get a chance for speaking during programs

I never had a chance to be part of a debate or an elocution and i believe I have acquired the skills
to do so, so that is why I wanna join Lexus (and if possible akriti club too).
Because this club is very interesting
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